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1. lntrodudloD
Research in the area of solving partial differential equations on parallel computeR has
beeD going on for fifteen yean. While a wide variety of algorithms and software has been
------,deve1-op;e"d-to"r-vc"Cror"lllfd-SIMD-arrarprocessors;-only"l'c-ce"n:tlrhas-rh"fre-b<:feInnuchi'esc-arcb-------
or experimentation with large scale MIMD parallelism. For the most parr. new research for
tbese highly parallel systems has concentrated on solving simple scalar elliptic PDEs on regular
domains. In terms of algorithm design and analysis there still is much research that remains
to be done for these problems. On the other hand, there are aspects of certain applications,
lIuch as computational Ouid dynamics and structural mechanics, that pose important problems
for the designees of new computer architectures. Among the important issues that deserve
more attention by the computer architecture community are:
1. Parallel computation algorithms for coupled non·linear systems of PDEs such as the
Navier Stokes equations.
2. Problems where the geometry is complex and the structural data base is very large.
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3. The problems associated with the parallel proceSsing of locally refined or dynamically
self adaptive grids.
Various studies have touched on each of these issues. Zavc and Cole [ZaCo83], and
Gannon and Van Rosendale [GaVR82] have considered items 2 and 3 for scalar problems;
Adams has considered systems of linear PDEs [AdamS!]; Bnd Johnson [John83], and Grecn·
berg and Stevens [GrSt83] have done a substantial amount wi.th solutions of computational
fluids problems on MIMI> systems with a small number of processors. The Dcnclcor Hep has
stimulated other good work.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory bas released the SIMPLE code as part of a
project to. supply a series of benchmark problems to computer architects and language
designers. The purpose of this program is to give a concrete example of a ·simple" computa-
tional fluid dynamics code. While it does not address any of the important and critical prob-
lems associated with items 2 and 3 above. it has been widely studied and. applied to many
architectures (this includes an aniSlysis and implementation in VAL [Meye79]. an informative
and detailed study of system performance for the 5-1 [ADuE83]. benchmarks on the Hep and
several multiprocessors [Lube83l. and all the new Control Data Corporation Cyberplus system.
In this paper we give a detailed account of the organization and parallelism in SIMPLE
and show its implementation 00 the Configurable Highly Parallel (CHiP) archilecture
developed by Larry Snyder and under construction at Purdue University and the University of
Washington. For completeness we have also attempted to expand on the report [CrHR78] and
provide algori.thmic and mathematical details that may be of value to other architecture
groups.
In section 2 of the paper we describe the CHiP architecture and its programming style.
In IICction 3 we describe the organization of the algorithm and illustrate the "HydrOdynamics"
phase of the computalion. Section 4 details the "Thermodynamics" phase and Section 5
describes several other aspects of the program. Section 6 concludes with some performance
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estimates.
2. The CHIP Architecture.
The Configurable, Highly Parallel (CHiP) family of architectures was designed by Larry
Snyder [Snyd82] as an approacb to general purpose MIMD computatioD that caD exploit the
potential of VLS[ technology.
The CHiP computer is composed of a collection of homogeneous processing elements
(Pes) placed at regulu intervals in a lattice of programmable switches. Figure 2.1 illustrates a
4 by 4 processor lattice (the processon are squares and the small circles are switches.)
Figure 2.1. A 4 by 4 processor lattice.
Each PE is a simple microprocessor with floating point coprocessor and a small amount of
local memory for program and data storage; there is no global memory. Each switch contains
a small amount (8-16 words) of memory in which to store switch instructions. called
configuration settings. Execution of a configuration setting causes a switch ro connect two or
more of its incident data paths. Separate data paths can cross the switch simultaneously.
The key idea behind this archilecture is that at different times during the execution of a
parallel algori.thm processors may need to communicate in II. vBriery of ways. For example,
during one instant a tree configuration may be needed to efficiently sum II. set of numbers dis-
tributed over the processor llITay, at another time a rectangular mesh may be required to exe-
cute a ·systolic· matrix product. Many parallel algorithms need several different
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communication topologies at different timcs during its execution.
The programming style of the CHiP architecture is to divide computation into a
6equence of phases. During each phase the switches are set to configure the array into some
static network. By programming the switch appropriately, the PEs can be connected into
topologies of arbitrary form, e.g. trce. mesh (sec Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Tree and Mesh configurations.
In addition to the switch lattice, a CHiP architecture has a controlling computer respon-
sible for monitoring the computation. The "phases" in a CHiP program corresponds rougbly to
the parts of an algorithm requiring a single processor topology. The controller prepares for a
computation by down loading to the PEs the code segments needed for several phases, and
down loading to the switches the configuration settings implementing the topologies of those
phases. To initiate computation, thc controllcr broadcasts to the switchcs which topology is
required for the first phase, causing the processors 10 be connectcd into Ihal structure. The
PEs then begin executing Iheir respective code scg(llcnls for thai phase. PEs communicate by
-s-
simply reading and writing to their [/0 ports; the data paths of the configuration provide
poioHo-point connections. When the phase is complete, the controller broadcasts a signal
indicating which configuration setting is needed for the second phase. Execution continues in
this manner until the computation is complete.
Two 64 processor prototypes of the CHiP architecture have been designed and con-
structed [FKaS83]. One is at the University of Washington the other is at Purdue University_
A variation of the SIMPLE code described here will be used as a benchmark for both the
software and hardware performance of these systems.
3. The SIMPLE Computallon: Alaorlthmlc Overview .ad Arcbttedural Mapping.
The computational objective of SIMPLE is to simulate the flow of a pressurized fluid as
it moves inside a spherical shell. The domain of the computation is reduced to half of a two
dimensional annular region, by assumiog symmetry 00 the 8uid motion.
The sequential algorithm is baxd on LagrangillD hydrodynamics - a mathematical formu-
lation characlerized by attaching the coordinate mesh to the moving lIuid. Although this
_______,ap_pr.oac~simplifics-tb-e-e.quaEioD.s-oLmolion.jLha.s_tbc_disadnotage_oLdistoning_the_mesh...as _
time passes. In order to track the mesh motion (and so, the 8uid motion) a logical (fixed) mesh
is mapped onlo the physical (moving) mesh. The coordinate point (1 J) in the logical mesh




Figure 3.1. Mapping the coordinate lattice onto the physical domain.
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The independent variable time t is discretizcd B.5 a sequence of steps
'0 < 'I < '2 < ... l-.z lJ.'I::::: I, -1'-1
and we write xr',l to indicate the position of the image of the (1.1) coordinate point at time I",.
The velocity of tbe fluid particle tracked by node (1.1)
_ aXl" ari,l OZI:,1
.0) ~ - = (-- --)at a, • at
at time 1m is approximated over the preceding interval as
_ -lIZ 1 r.:"'" _ -I)
111,1 = 4t,X.l:,1 - xlJ •
•
3.1
Besides nodal variables (position. velocity), the mathematical foemulation requires zone
variables (pressure, volume, etc..). A zone is defined as the image of a logical mesh rectangle
into tbe physical mesh, and is identified by the coordinates of its upper right band comer as






Figure 3.2 Nodal and Zone variables for node k) and zone t.l.
The physical properties associated with zone (1 J) are
1. prJ = the pressure of the fluid at time I",
2. er" = the temperature ot the fluid at time ' ..
3. pf; = the density of the 8uid at time '",
4. €rJ =the internal energy of the fluid at time '",
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s. vr., =zone volume at time t...
6. qk,l =artificial viscosity of the lluid at time t ..











The internal energy E of the fluid is related to pressure, density and viscosity by the energy
equation
and to the temperature 9 by an equaHoD of heat diffusion
aE a9 1





and partial derivatives of the velocity in a complex formula which We abbreviate as
q = q(o, Au)
The relation of pressure to density and temperature is given as a subroutine which computes
the functions




as a piecewise polynomial approximation to the equation of state.
The algorithm works by specifying the initial conditions
(3.6)
eO = o. it' = 0,
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throughout the interior of the region. We then i.ntegrate forward in time subject to the boun-
dary conditions
1. The pressure along the intcrior wall of the sphere (i = 0) is constant.
2. The component of the acceleration!!: normal to otber boundaries must vanish.a,
~ we step through lime the fluid motion is tracked by the grid. Figure 33 illustrates
the evolution and degenerati.on of the mesh.
The basic time integration loop takes the form
For m := 0 to mJl)lJl; do begin
pM :~ p(9"'. pM);
[~~r;= p~ V (pM + .M);
U'""'" +1/2 - -1/1 ... [aii)M:= U + /.lot - •
'" at '




p'" +1 :=p'" VIII IV'" +1;
q",+t := q(plll ~ii"');
41'" +1 :=min ( Courant AI'" +1):
Solve for 9'" +1 in










Equation 3.10 relates the volume (cylindrical coordinates) of an element of the shell with
the area of its corresponding zone, using symmetry. The area of the zone is determined by
the Jacobian of the linear transformation between the k J coordinate system and the r ,;z coor·
dinate system,
J = .!.!.E.. _ .!.!.E.!.





Figure 33. Fluid and grid time cvolutioD. in SIMPLE.
that represents the ratio of an element of area in the z.r plane to an element of area in the
k J plane (assumed to be 1).
Observe that equation (3.11) is the discretization of (3.2), and that it implies no mass
transfer among neighbor cells on the grid.
The CHiP implementation divides the interior of this loop into 7 CHiP phases. The glo-
bal control processor ruos a program of the form
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The execution of the phase statement causes the switcb lattice to be set in a predefined
manner associated with that phase of the computation Dod the processing elements (PEs) starl
executing the named code segment. In our implementation, phase -hydro· refers to lines of
the loop througb 3.11, ·viscos· docs line 3.12, -new !J.," does line 3.13 which is discussed in sec-
tion S, and phases "thermo·, "row_solve·, and ·column_solve· solve the elliptic POE in (3.14)
and are described in section 4. The remainder of this section describes the phases "hydro· and
"viscos".
3..% The mapping from the Computational Grid to the Proceasor Lattice.
To handle the boundary conditions in SIMPLE in a reasonably efficient manner, the
designers of the code have surrounded the J:,l mesh with a border of "ghost" zones. If we
-------".,.=u"m"e>itne cells oflhc"jiliysical" mesli are inae:lco as J:,l go from 1 to n then the mesh e:lten-
sian requires ghost cell indices 0 and ft +1 as shown in Figure 3.4. Since the index for the cell
is the same as the indel of the poinl at its upper right corner, the points of the "physical"
mesh have to be indexed from -1 to n+l. with "real" boundaries at 0 and ft.
The boundary conditions are in terms of pressure and acceleration and come into the
computation in the evaluation of the right hand side of 3.7. To insure the condition that the
acceleration normal to a boundary segment is zero we simply equalize the pressure, viscosity
and physical geometry aeross that segment of boundary. By "geometry equalization'" we mean
that the "ghost" cell is made isomorphic to its adjacent physical cell. This is accomplished by a
sequence of geometric reflections:
ror I := 0 to n do
x_1,1 = the refledlon or XI,l acron llDe k =0;
yL
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0.n+1 1.n+1 k.n+1 n,n+l n+l,
n+l






0.1 1.1 k.l . n.l n+l,l





Figure 3.4. Mesh iDdCliQg scheme with 'ghost" border.
XII +1,1 =the n:nectiOD 01 XII _1.1 aero. line I" =n;
end;
lor k := 0 to n do
%.1;,-1 = tbe "nutlon 011'1:.1 aero. liDe / =0;
Xi", +1 =the rencellon of .ii: II -1 .cruu liDe 1=n;
end;
The points on the comers (-I.-I), (-1,11+1), (n+1,-I) and (11+111+1) need special
treatment due to symmetry considerations.
The pressure profile condition is guaranteed by setting the pressure equal to a conslant
value in the corresponding "ghost" cell.
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The natural way to map this n +2 by II +2 (cells) computalional grid onto a p by p pro-
, , d' 'd b 'd ' bl k f' n +2 b n +2cesser lattice IS to IVI etc gn Into oc S 0 SlZC -- y-
p p
and assign each block to
onc PE in the CHiP lattice. For simplicity, we describe bere only the case p =11 +2 where one
PE gets one grid cell. (The generalization is completely straightforward and the performance
implications are discussed in the last section.)
The variables are mapped to the processors in the natural manner: the I:. ,1'" processor
receives the 1:.,1dr. cell zone quantities and the k,ldl vertex quantities. (Notice that the praces-
sors along the west and southern edge of the grid must also contain an extra sct of vertex
datum.) The only hard part of programming the hydro phase is to discover the appropriate
switch lattice connections to permit the evaluation of equation 3.7 and to support the process
of re8ccling (he vertex data through the boundary.
The gradient in 3.7
v (P" + .") ~ [a(p"+q"). a(p"+q">]
ar az
is evaluated in SIMPLE by a clever line integral technique:
a(p'" +q"') I (P"+q")d'
~
a, I'd'
a(p'" +q") I (P" +q")<1,
=a, I,d,
which is derived from Green's Theorem (see [CeHR78D. The contoue of integration to detee.
mine the acceleration at vertex k J is shown in Figure 3.5. The contour is divided into four
diagonal segments. On the CHiP machine the natural approach is to have each processor com·
pute the line integral for each of its two diagonals and transmit the corresponding values to
the appropriate neighbor values. For example. to compute the acceleration at node k J • pro-
eessor k J needs 8 line integral from the processors to its north, east, and northeast. Further-











Figure 3.5. Contour of integration to compute acceleration at verta k.,J •
ment for Dn interior PE for this phase is give in Figure 3.6. The corresponding switch lattice
network is given ill Figure 3.7.
The code is written in the XX language which contams several features that deserve
comment. The program communicates with tbe switch lattice by a simple YO port mechanism.
As part of the switch setting process each connection to a PE is labeled with a name. The
code for the corresponding PE identities these names as porU and a statement of the form
PortfllZml! VtJ1 iable-"air&/!
causes the value of the variable to be written out the named poet. A statement of the form
causes a read operation from the identified port. The timing semantics of these actions are
that a write operation enqueues the data. If the queue is not full the writting PE may con-
tinue execution. otherwise it must wait until there is room to complete the operation. The
reading PE waits only if there is no data in the queue.
We have omited from the code the evaluation of the piecewise polynomial equation-of-
state function
pm := p(W". pili):
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Code Hydro;
Ports N. S ,E, W J SW,NEj:
Real N ,s ,E ,W ,sW ,HE,p ,d~fU ,l~mp,qJ ,v,m".,z,rS ,zS ,rW ,zW ,rSW ,
zSW ~ownz ,downr ,up:,upr, .. ,V ,deltaJ ,nutdellaJ,rj ,TjN ,TjNE tTjE ,
uS ,vS tUW ,vW ,uSW ,vSW ,o.j1tOj3,o.celr, aulz ,den j
,- calculate pressure el
p := eos (11!mp ,del1J)j
,. compute line Inle&ral parcell e}
dowllZ := (p + q). (zS • zW); up:
downr := (p + q) • (rS - rW); IIpr
:=(;> +q)'(' -,SW);
:=(;> +q)'(r .rSW);
,- Rnd (receive) pane" to (trom) nelgbbon e,
S <- Up:, upzN <- Nj S <- upr,uprN <- N;
W <- upz, upzE <- Eo W <- upr,uprE <- Ej
SW <- downz,downzNE <- HE; SW <- downr,downrNE <_ NE;
,. Inte&rate 10 obtain IIpace variables -,
aul,. := downz + upzE • downzNE - upzN;
aul: := downr + "prE. downrNE • uprN;
den :=2.0/(r) +rjN +rjNE +rjE);
acidr := • acdr • den; acel: := ace1: - den;
II := Il + dellaJ -QuiT; V := v + della/-aulz i
r := r +nexldeluu.uj Z :=z +nuldeltal.v;
,- Rnd (ruelve) , , z , .. , y to (rrom) oelgbbon e,
N < - r, rS < - S; N < - :, zS < - S;
N <- .. ,uS <oS; N <-"',"'S <oS;
E<-",W<-W; E<-z,zW<-W;
E < - u, uW <. W; E <- v;~.;vW,,;~<':'.-;,W;-,;;" ...,-0--------- _
---------NE <-r,rSW----':::-SW; NE <-z,:SW <-SW;
NE <- .. ,USW <-SW; HE <-v, IISW <-SW;
,- Dew deMlty, U'U, "olome e,
ajl := ,-(:W -:S) + rW-CzS-z) + rSe(z -:W)j
a]3 := rW·(zSW-zS) + 'SW"{zS-zW) + rSe(zW-:SW);
j :=05-(ajl+aj3):
v := (aj 1-(, +,w +,S) + aj3-(rW +,S +,SW» '6D;
dens := m / II; 'i := j-denn
'-leod (neche) jedens 10 (rrom) oeJ.ebbon e/
W <- rit rjE <- E;
S <- ,j, rJN <- N;
SW <- ri, rjNE <- HE;
cnd.
Figure 3.6 Code segment for HYDRO phase for an interior PE.
due to space considerations. But it involves NO communication between PEs, and is
completely parallelizable (for Ibe CHIP machine r.
=- [I 1b.1,u1d be DOICd Ibar ..bile tbe evalullioD of ,,2 fUGetioDi of tbiJ type aD a ,,2 proccllllor MIMD





















Figure 3.7 Switch Settings for HYDRO and V/SCOS pbases.
3.3 The VlSCOS Phase.
During the V/SCOS CHiP phase the ·physical- zone processors compute the new viscos-
ity q while the boundary -ghost- zone processors compute the reflections and impose the
boundary conditions (or tbe next iteration. Because there are more than a dozen special
cases, the MIMD nature of tbe machine is heavily exploited. We describe only two related
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cases: B PE along tbe southern boundary (PE [I' .On and its neighbor across the boundary
(PE [1" ,1]). The connection network remains the same 85 it was in the HYDRO pbase, but this
time we use the extra edges around the boundary to move vertex information to the border
for the reflection computations. The code for the physical zone PE is given in Figure 3.8.
Ie should be noted that two additional quantities Iso and C$ are computed. These are
local speed of sound and the local Courant ~l value! which will be discused in 5eCtion s.
In PErk .0] the vertex (Tn.zn) from PErk ,I] is projccted across the line formed by
(rw.zw) and (r.z) to locate vertex (rs,;u). The code for PEri' ,0] is given in Figure 3.9, and
tbe corresponding geometry is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
3.4 E'llKutiOD time .D.lym
We wm now discuss the complexity of the computation described 50 far. There are two
important points to observe. The first one is that during both phases (Hydro Bnd Visco.r) all
internal processors execute the same computation at the same time. The second point is that
external processors Bre either executing parts of the same computation (at the Hydro phase)
_______""or u_!trelated a.g.d fas1..l;Lc;Q.lJ)~utatiQn_s_(~th~_~i~t:.Qs_p-h_ue)_. _
From those observations we conclude that the execution time will be determined by inte-
rior processors. Using CID and clp to denote Uo and floating point operation times, respec-
lively, the time complexity of both phases in tbe CHiP machine is
T (11 ...2)2 = 119c/p + MelD
This can be verified by counting the operations in the Hydro phase and observing that
the Viscos phase computation requires 58 floating point operations Bnd 2 communication steps
for internal PEs near the boundary.
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Code Vi:lC03_J j ,- PE dose to southern boundary -,
Portl S;
Real p .dens,q J ,eMrgy or ~.rS ,.zS .rW ,.zW .rSW •
zSW .velr ,vel: ,velrS ,velzS ,velrW ,velzW .velrSW ,velzSW •
dlagdw ,t!iagup .,drt ,dT/ .dzk Ilzi .dul: .dul.dvl: .,dvl •
w l.w 2.w 3,w4,cJ' 2,c.S' IUD;
,- compute Dew ylscoslty -,




diagdw := r . rSW ; diagup:= rS - rW ;
drk. := diagdw + diagup dr':= diagdw - diagup
diagdw := z • zSW ; diagup:= zS • zW ;
dzk := diagdw + diagup; dzl:= diagdw - diagup ;
diagdw := velr • velrSW j diagup := velrS • vl!'lrW j
duk := diagdw + diagup ; dul:= diagdw • diagup ;
diagdw := velz - velzSW ; diagup := velzS - l'elzW j
dvk := diagdw + diagup ; dvl:= diagdw • diagup i
wI := drt • dvl dzk. dul
w2 := duJ: • dz/ - dvk • dr'
If wI < 0.0 tbeu
w3 := (wI-wI ) I ( drt - drJ: + dzk • dzl: )
....
w3 := 0.0 ;
If w2 < 0.0 theu
w4 := ( w2· w2 ) I ( drJ - drJ + dzl • dzl )
....
w4 := 0.0 j




cJ'2 := ( p I dens ) • ( 1.0 + ( P 'defU )' energy ) j
CJ' := sqrt (cs2);
q := 0.37S-dens -( w3+w4) + O.2S.cJ' -defJ.f - aqrt ( w3+w4);
tJ'o ;= cs2 - ( drl: - drl: + drl - drl + dzl: - dzk + dzl - dzl );
ISO := ( j • J )' tJ'O ;
,-od;
cod;
,- leod pressure, viscosity to soutb oelgbbor -,
S-p; S-q;
eod.
Fjgure 3.8 VISCOS pilau code for processor al I: ,I .
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Code VbcOJ_sb ,- lOutbern boundary PE -,
PartlN,E, W;
Real N IE, W, rw, zw, delr, del:, a, b , I,
%S, TS;
/- send rand z to eat neighbor -/
E ... r. rw ... W; E ... z. zw ... w·
•
'* we already ban Tn, and ZII from the hydro phase *,
'* compute tbe renecttd vertu *'
delT := r - rw; del: := z -:w;
t := 2·delz j(delr·delr + delz·del:);
a ;= 1 - ddz·l ; b:= delr·,;
rs;= r + (Tn -r )*0 + (ZII -z )*b:
IS:= Z + (rn -r )*b - (ZII -z )*a i
J. set the prasure and vlscoslty to that 01 northern PE .,
p - Hi q ... N;
end.















Figure 3.10 Rellection of (rn,zn) across the boundary to (rs,zs).
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A somewhat more tedious analysis is needed for the sequential code. It is necessary to
observe that there are more poi.nts than zones, that external points have a different computa.
lion than internal ones, and so 00. This analysis leads to a computational cost of
T ::: ( 135112 + 210n + 249) elp
for both phases combined.
4. The Thermodynamici Phase
The heat diffusion equation for an ideal gas is
aE ae 1
-- = -V 'KV9
a8 at p (4.1)
where It is the heat conductivity. In the cylindrical coordinates,.:. 4» the V "KV operator
applied 10 a scalar function f is given by
v·.V! = I.£...[rkll.)
r ar ar
+ 1 a [ll.) + a [ ll.);Z a~ K a4» a; It iJz
If f is symmetric about the z axis then :i =0 and the operator can be expressed 8S
I-r-a-r-a-r)-a-r-a-'-j]V "I(V f = - - rl..=L.. + - rk.::.L
, ar ar az DZ
To formulate a set of difference equations it is necessary to replace the partial derivatives
with respect to rand z with partial derivatives with respect to t and I. Using the identi.ties
ll. = I!.,ll.
iJr J iJi •• ll.]al
2L = I [r,ll. + r.ll.]
iJz J at al
we follow {CrHR781 and define the vector R = (r. -z). The gradient of a function f can
then be written as the vector expression
- 20 •
The cylindrical coordinate divergence operator becomes
1 a 1 av ~ (--r. --r)
r a,. r iJz
Taking the inner product one has
1 [. a= - R,-r
rJ ak
~ -.!- [Ii -~ (Ii !.2'c. 21-) + Ii -"!'(Ii !.2'c. 21-)
rJ I ak I J ak .t ill I; J ill
~ a aTKE,L a a a rKarl
- R, --I(R,- ) - R,-(R,--"'-)
a J at ilk J ill
The ·product rule" for differentiation shows tbaE one has the i.dentities
a a a r It a'R, --(R,- "'-)
iii J ak
~ ~(Ii -Ii !.2'c. 21-)ilk I , J ak a a Tit ii'- R,"Ru -"'-J at
..!. (Ii -Ii !.2'c. 21-)
iJ,.1'JiJk = R oR !.!ill- + R oR !.!ill- + R oR .i.(!.!!.,EL), .tl J ai 1" II J ak J: I ill J ak
and B similar set with k and I rev~rsed. Using tbese relations one can write
where T is
a A a rK ii' a a a 1'1( ii'
-(R,-R,-"'-) + -(R,-R,-"'-)
iii J ilk ak J ak
If tbe mesh is locally orthogonal the inner product Rt -R, vanishes and T = O. While this is
true only when I =0, the designers of SIMPLE have cbosen to assume the mesh is nearly
orthogonal and have dropped T to simplify the equation. Letting
the beat conduction equation becomes
Discrctizing implicitly in time this becomes a positive definite self adjoint PDE,
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[I - E.-[.2..(dbb.2..) + .E..(Cbb.E..)ll9'" +1 ~ 9'"a a1 at al al (4.3)
The boundary conditi.ons 8rc mixed Direchlet - Neumann. Along the interior and exterior
walls of the spherical sheU (ot =0 and k =n) the temperature is held at the initial value eO.
Along the: axis (I =0 and I =n) symmetry requires that ~~ = O.
The method used to solve the system for e- +1 given 9'" is one iteration of AD!: the
operator is approximately (actored as a product of two operators which are each easily
inverted.
The error in this fac[Qrization is O(At 2). Though this may be large it probably does not
exceed the error in assuming the grid is locally orthogonal.
Discretizing is space we define
hI: = and a1 =
where dbbt,1 is defined in SIMPLE by a geometric average. The ratio ; is called cc in SIM·
PLE and is defined by
We set
eel,J -eel-I) A 2
= (1'1:,1-1 + rU) IR, 1.1: t
eel: ,I +cc,t _1,1 ,
where
"( " ,IR,I.I;,1 = r.l;,J - r.l;,f-U + (Z.l:J - %.1:,1_1) •
The system of difference equations that must be solved to invert the operator on the left and
obtain an intermedi.ate solution 8 is
·22·
b :0:: .. +1 + X"'+1 + b :<,>:",+1 9"J:-l~J:-l,l CZlt:7J:.J .1:"4+1,1 = 1,1
for k = 1.n and I = l.n. The variables arc linked along lines of constant / into n tridiagonal
systems of equations identical to the one sbown in Figure 4.1.
1 0 -0 00 0
bO a , b , 0 01 1




n-l a b 0 0n n n
_0_
-
-0 1 0 0
n+l n+l
Figure 4.1 Tridiagonal system for grid rows
The first and last equation in tbis system correspond to the boundary conditions 90'+1 = eC"
d 9 ",+1 - 9'an 11+1,1 - 11+1,1.
Letting
·23-
the difference equations that must be solved to invert the right operator Me
d e '+1 + e,·1 + d e ... +1 _ :0",+110-1 1,1-1 CI: 1,1 .t .1:,1+1 - 'CIt)
which correspond to n tridiagonal systems organized aloDg lines of constant k. The Neumann
boundary conditions can be imposed by adding the equations
8 111 +! 8",+1 - 01,0 - 1,1 - •
So that each tridiagonal system tak.es the form of figure 4.2.
1 . -1 0 00
dO C1 d1 0 81 1
d

















Figure 42 Tridiagonal Systems for Each Column (k = constant).
It should be noted that these equations differ slightly from those in the SIMPLE code,
but it can be show that the two formulations IU'C equivalent. The first phase of the heal con.
duction computation t!SCS tbe same connection network as the previous phases and simply
computes the coefficients of the tridiagonal systCDl.S. Note that SIMPLE uses the value of 0.1
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real N I 8, E t W, cc, ccE, ccN, delr, deb;
real cae! r [4J, coe! I [4], sig, cc, dbb, ebb;
,- current l",z vaIoulrom ..alb and west known from Viscos *'
real" rS, z, zS, rW,zWi
,. compute a/delta_t and low cc value *'
sig := mass *(D.Il/deltal;
cc := a.OGOI-temp -temp ~rC('emp)1J;
'* get nelabbodng cc valutl *'
W ee, ccE - E;
S ee, ccN ... Nj
'* compote ebb and dbb *'
delr ;= r • rW; del::= z • zW;
ebb := cc·ccN I (cc + ccN h
ebb := ebb *(rW + r)·(deIT *del,. + del: *de/'l)j
del,. := r • rS j delz:= z • zS;
dbb := cc ·ccE I (cc + ccE );
dbb ;= cbb*(rS + ,.)·(delr*del,. + delz*del:);
'* Id ael&bbortol ebb and dbb valOet .,
N .. ebb,ebbS ... S;
E ... dbb,dbbW ... W;
cae! I [3J := -ebb l.fig; cae!" [3] := -dbb'"ig;
coe!1[1] := -ebbS Isig i coe!r [IJ:= ·dbbW Isig;
coef I [2] := 1.0 + coef I [1] + coef I [3];
coef r [2) := 1.0 + coef r ll] + coef r [3];
coefl[4]:= tempj coefr[4]:= temp;
end.
The standard serial method to solve tridiagonal systems is simple band LU decomposi-
tion. For any machine with fewer than II processors it suffices to distribute the n systems of n
equations around the processors and let each processor usc the serial algorithm. This method
is used in several implementations including the one for the s-.1 [ADuE83], and the VAL data
flow version [Mcye79]. For the CHiP architecture we want to consider the case where many
more processors are avl\ilable. Our approach is to DISC two phases: one to invert the row equa-
rioRs and one to invert the column equations. [n the first phase the processors are conceptu-
- 2S.
ally grouped into rows (Iincs of constant 1). Each row of processors cooperateJ to solve the
equation for the corresponding row of 9 wlues. The fastest method to solve one system of n
tridiagonal equations with n processors is odd-even reduction. [n this method the odd equa·
lions are algebraically eliminated (decoupled) from the even equations. This step can be
accomplished in parallel in only a few steps. The process is recursively applied log(n) times
until one is lert with n equations in only one unknown.
To be more specific assume that processor Pi contains (bi - to at. blo a l ) representing one
equation in the tridiagonal system (the constant index and the temporal superscript have been
suppressed.) The algorithm works as follows:
1. For all i. processor PI sends (b{-1,a,.b1t8t) to processor p. _I if I> 0 and to processor PHI
if/<q-l.
2. Each processor Pi uses equations i -1 and i +1 to eliminate 81_ 1 and 9
'
+1 from its equa·
tion to obtain
______3__The_result_i5_two_decoupled_systems_oLhalLthe_previous_size._One_system_corresponds_to
even indices the other system corresponds to odd indices. The equations are moved so
that even equations are associated with the processors Po through P fI and odd equa·
'2 -1
tions correspond to the remai.ning ~ processors.
The process is repeated recursively until one has II equations of size 1.
A diagram of the data dow of the various stages is illwtrated in Figure 4.3a for the case n =8.
The verlical edges represent the exchange of equations in step 1 and the other edges represent
the -unshuffle- permutations required at the end or each stage as described in step 3. The
last permutation (a -bit reversal-) returns the solution value back to the original processor.
This graph is topologically equiValent to the graph in Figure 4.3b (to see this note that the
·26 -
location of pain labeled A and B have beeD swapped). The advantage of 43b is that tbe data
movement at the end of each stage is always the same and. therefor, the entire algorithm caD
be done in one CHiP phase.
Stagel Stagc2 St/lgt"l Sr,1gcl
Figure 4.3 a) Data Flow Graph, b) [og(o) stage ·unsbuffle exchange" graph
The required processor configuration is the well known "shuffle-exchange" network. Figure
4.4 illustrates the switch settings for an 8 ·column" shuffle exchange graphs which can be used
to invert 8 systems of size 8.
II should be noted that this embedding does not generalize. In fact, it can be shown
[Thom80] that the shuffle-excbange graph on N nodes requires O( ;2 )area. Depending
10 (N)
on the constants this expression will eventually exceed the O(N) capacity of a N processor
CHiP machine. On the other hand, the embedding has been achieved for all N up to 256 with
a machine with two corridors of switches between each adjacent pair of processors.
To solve the row equations we use the same algorithm but with the conneclioD
configuration of Figure 4.4 rotated through 90 degrees. The FE code and a detailed
- 27-
Figure 4.4 Eight 8-Node Shuffle Exchanges.
performance analysis of this ADI iteration step is given in [GSVR83].
For a problem of size n. the complexity of this computation is
Hence the entire heat conduction phase takes time
·28-
for the CHip machine. while
is the equivalent cost in the sequential computation.
5. Ener&Y Conservation aad lu computation.
The rcader may have observed that we have not used energy equation (3.4) in the time
integration. There are two reasons for this: 1) We wished to simplify our discussioD; and 2) it
is not actually used to propagate tbe fluid. In SIMPLE the eDergy E'" is calculated twice for
each time step; once using a two step predictor-corrector scheme derived from (3.4)
11lh :=
p"'+1 p'"
:=E'" - (pili +qlll}&T;
:=p (l!'_inv (£111+1 ,pill +I»;
:=EIII +1-[t<p"'+1 +p"') +q"'}h;
where an approximate inverse the energy equation of statc
is computed from the original with a simple Newton iteration; and once after the heat conduc-
tion as
E'" +1 = £(8'" +1. p'" +1).
A consistency check of the two methods is made by computing
Several other energy sum computations are also made in the code. For the CHiP architecture
the only interesting aspect of this is tbe global summation. Ratber tban explore tbe details,
we turn to a computation with a similar structure.
- 29-
5.1 COlll'l.Dt li.t Control.
A classical rule tbat must be satisfied by an explicit hydrodynamics computation is the
Courant condition: the time step should not be big enough to let a speed-of-sound signal
move across one grid cell in the time step. If CA is the local speed of sound then this condi-
lion translates to ( sec [CrHR78] )
(5.1)
where
We recall that the quantity in the brackets in 5.1 was computed in tbe viscosity phase and
labeled ISO. To compute the minimum, the phase New_~1 configures the switch lattice like a
tree as shown in figure S.l. There are three types of PEs in the tree: leaf nodes, those with 8
·parent" and two ·child" nodes, and the root node. The code for a two child node looks like
Code New_6t ,- two dlUd node -,
~o..d_PJl_~~nt,JLlc_hld_o1_lu..chld_j __c-: _
real paunl, MO, 1$0, tsoc/, /socr, de/rtJl;
,- read tso wines from chlldren -,
'socl - /f IchId; lSocr - rluch/d
/- nnd min and send It to parent -/
if ISo > Isocl (ben ISO := lSocl;
if lID > Isocr (bea ISO := lSocr;
par~nl - ISO j
/- waU ror pareat to reply wUb Klob" min and pm the word -,
d~IIal - par~tU;
If Ichld - d~ltaJ j
rJuch/d ... d~lraJ;
cad.
To pass the message completely up the tree BDd propagate the minimum back to the
,
leaves takes log ( ~ ) steps for a tree with n2 nodes. Observing that III control requires infor-
mation from internal celIs only, and that each execution of the code above requires two tests

















0: 1 '0'0 00
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0"'----- _
Figure 5.1 Tree Configuration Switch sctting
and 6 I/O transfers, we account for
T (1II+2~ = (21og(n) -1) (2c/p + 6clD)
time units to execute this phase, and a serial computation time of
6. Comp.ratlve Perrormance Estlmatlves
The gain obtained in parallclizing SIMPLE will be estimated by the speed -up measure.
To compute the time spent in one iteration, we simply add the computational complexities
produced so (al". Proceeding this way. we conclude that the execution time for the CHiP
machine will be
- 31 -





we can write the speed -lip as
~~....l.(-,1",90",0'.,2-'+'c=236"",0-,+"-,,24,,,9<L)~~S("+2~ ~ (155 + 28108(0» + (46 + 6OIog(0»R
Figure 6.1 is a log-Jog plot of the spud -up against (n +2)2. the number of required pro-
cessors for a grid of size n2 - for R =0.1, In, 10.0. The linc labelled with 0 represents the
optimal speedup. to be used a5 a reference. Figure 62 gives the speed-ups in tabular form.
Assume now that we have more cells than processors. Specifically, assume an (n +2)'2 grid
of cells (including "ghosts") over a p2 processor lattice, evenly distributed. For each onc of the
h . . d . h h (0 +2)' U h be f cdprocessors, t e computatlOQ assoc:tate Wit t c 2 ce s as to per arm sequcn-
p
fiaHy. triggering a degradation in execution !imc. Ar. a side benefit. however. the efficiency
should increase, since the cost of the ·useful" computation (arithmetic operations) will
increase with the area of the surface controlled by each processor, while the interprocessor
communication overhead increases with the perimeter of the same surface.
There are small changes in the rode, except for the T~rmo phase, where the solution of
tridiagonal systems was revised. For performance analysis purposes, we will use the hybrid
method described in [GSVR83], based on Sameh-Kuck's stable solver (SaKu78J.
Using q to denote (11+2), the estimated execution time for the CHiP machine is
p
T,'(o) =(1960 2 + 12q + (4+24q )/og(P) - 2) cf, + (72q + (48q -12)log(P) - 6)0,.
and the speed up for p = B is presented in the plot of figure 6.3 as a funclion of logq, for
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C,.
R =- = 1 . It asymptotically tends to 62. witch is very close to the optimal performance
cfp
(curve with label 0) of 64. Figure 6.4 shoW! tbe speed-up and efficiency for













2 10 2 15 220
_________-"Figure 6.1 Speed-up x Dumber of I!rO~_~(I_usiag_oae_c_elVplocessoo<r _
One Node/Processor
Number of Proccsson Speed-up
R - 0.1 R =1.0 R -IOD
16 7.6 5.1 12
64 34.4 19.8 3.8
2S6 141.1 76.1 13.6
1024 546.3 281.8 482
4096 2058.4 1028.0 1712
16384 76769 3737.9 609.7
65536 28566.3 13626.3 21872
262144 106443.4 49913.8 7909.3







: 2 2 2 cells/processor
Figure 63 Speed-up x cells/processors using a 64 processor machine
A 64 Proceaon Machine
Nodes/Processor Speed-up Efficiency
R - 0,1 R - 1.0 R -10.0 R - 0.1 R - 1.0 R - 10.0
1 27.7 183 42 432 28.6 6.5
4 40.8 302 8.4 63.7 47.1 13.116 SO.O 41.4 1S2 782 64.7 23.864 55.6 SO.O 24.8 86.9 78.1 38.7
256 58.7 55.4 35.6 91.8 86.6 55.6
1024 60.4 58.6 453 943 91.5 70.7
Figure 6.4 Tabular form of figure 63
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